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MORE DETAILS 

• Guitar 1 Axe FX (Ultra) which plugs directly into the PA via XLR out from the back of 
Axe-FX.  

• Guitar 2 - Kemper Profiler Powerhead which connects to the guitar cab like any 
other standard Head. We can provide a guitar cab if necessary, or preferably can use 
the venue cabs. 

• Bass - DI via DI box (has own) which will just require 1x XLR direct to PA. 
Alternatively, if we can use the venue’s bass cab, we can bring a bass head and 
connect to that instead. Please let us know in advance if this is the preferred setup 
for the venue.  

• Drums - We will always bring our own cymbals, breakables, stands etc… and can 
provide a full kit if headlining or if required. Please let us know in advance if we need 
to provide a full kit. Kit share is possible, however please note drum breakables 
cannot be shared with other bands.  

• Vocals – We usually run 1 main vocal (Rich) and 2 backing vocals (Matt + Jay). This is 
our preferred setup, however if the venue cannot accommodate 2 backing vocals, 
we can consider dropping one, or both of them as required.  

• Samples – These run via a laptop/mixing desk that our Drummer Mitch operates. We 
require 1x DI to the PA. 

• Drum Triggers – These run via mixing desk and require 1x DI to the PA. 

 

Where possible, we require a sound check prior to stage time we are happy to arrive for 
earlier load in to accommodate this.  

If you are unsure if the venue can accommodate our setup (eg: too much DI), please let us 
know and we will try and adjust to the venue’s requirements.  

 

 

DI 
INPUT DESCRIPTION INFO 

1 AXE-FX Requires 1x XLR - REQUIRED 

2 SAMPLES Controlled by laptop/tablet, connected to mixing desk - REQUIRED 

3 TRIGGERS Runs via mixing desk - REQUIRED 

4 MAIN VOCALS RICH - REQUIRED 

5 BACKING VOCALS MATT - PREFERRED (can be dropped if needed) 

6 BACKING VOCALS JAY  PREFERRED (can be dropped if needed) 

7 BASS 
We normally DI but we can provide a head and run through cab if this is 

preferred (see below). 


